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Category:1998
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in 2006, in the days
before the advent of the

iPhone, “iPod” and
“iPad,” the idea of a

music player that was
portable, downloaded

and played stored music
seemed almost
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inconceivable. But as the
iPod grew in popularity,
this changed, as people
realized that there was

indeed a way to listen to
music while enjoying the
freedom to get to know a

phone or other device
that was small, easy to
carry around, rugged

and had a battery that
lasted a long time.

Today, people have been
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able to do so, but they
have been limited to

music they had already
downloaded into their
device. But that will
change soon, when

Google makes available
the first commercial

version of a new type of
radio, the Internet Radio

Player. Dubbed the
Chord Player, this music
player will include an on-
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board hard drive that
can be filled with music

already downloaded
from the Internet, and

the player will be
capable of downloading

more music from the
Internet and offline. The
Chord Player is the result

of an entirely new
approach to music that
was developed by All

New Sounds, a
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Netherlands-based
company that also

makes mobile phone
products. Today, All New
Sounds is working with

Google to bring the
Chord Player to the
market. “Chord is a

music player that offers
the freedom of what

music you want to listen
to and when,” said Jan

Gersmeers, founder and
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CEO of All New Sounds.
“The Chord player is a

major step forward in the
evolution of the music
industry, and we are

pleased to have Google
as our partner.” The

Internet Radio Player will
work with the HTML5

standard, meaning that
it will be compatible with
all modern browsers, and
it will be based on open-
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source software. “We are
already seeing how the

Internet Radio Player will
allow people to

experience music in
ways they haven’t done

before,” said Chris
O’Neill, product manager
at Google. “People love
their music, and they

want to have it wherever
they go. With the

Internet Radio Player, it’s
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possible to listen
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